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to create a high-dimensional space. In this semantic space model, words are represented as 124 non-linear points. Contextual semantic meaning, based on frequency, is modeled as 125 intersecting vector values between these points. Following complex dimension reduction, the 126 angles produced by the meeting of these vectors are then calculated with a simple cosine 127 function, with larger cosines corresponding to greater semantic similarity and vice-versa 128 (Günther et al. 2016) . Overall, much of this process is similar or even identical to common 129 statistical research methods in behavioral science (i.e. correlation), although cosine functions 130 have a distinct advantage of representing multi-dimensional space, rather than linear 131 relationships.
132
What characterizes LSA is its use of singular-value decomposition, an algebraic 133 technique which reduces the size of a matrix while maintaining row-to-column congruence 134 (Berry et al. 1995) . Using eigendecomposition (a generalized means of matrix factorization), values matrix S to relate the orthonormal word occurrence matrix U to the term-to-document 144 frequency matrix V * . Thus, a word's orientation in this resulting semantic space is a 145 geometric expression of its expected meaning versus its contextual semantic meaning.
146
Moreover, semantic similarity can easily be computed based on the cosine of the vectors 147 between word points which are expressions of the singular values contained in the Σ matrix.
Textual Analysis Using LSA

149
LSA's ability to transform high dimensional, complex text matrices into 150 three-dimensional semantic spaces is the core of its usability. As a means of large data set 151 manipulation, LSA is multifunctional, with applications from testing reading skill with 152 greater precision in traditional read-aloud experiments (Magliano & Millis 2003) Each chapter-to-chapter combination was considered an independent value; however, 228 because chapters do repeat across these pairs, we also examined using a multilevel model 229 controlling for chapter number as a random factor, with no discernible differences. Therefore, 230 the simpler t-test analyses are presented below.
231
Results
232
Hypothesis 1 233 For Hypothesis one, each cosine combination of within author and across author was 234 compared against zero using a single sample t-test (two-tailed), and the results are presented 235 in Table 1 . We hypothesized that within author cosines would be greater than zero, as this 236 result would imply a related set of chapters creating a semantic space. Across author cosines 237 were hypothesized to be potentially greater than zero, which suggests common thematic 238 material and possibly one authorship. This hypothesis was supported, as all average cosines 239 were significantly greater than zero, as shown in Table 1 . These values are significant even 240 after controlling for Type I error using a Bonferroni correction (i.e. 05 / 6 = .008). Precise p 241 values can be found by viewing and running the R markdown file at http://osf.io/jywa6. Hypothesis. We expected internal within author cosine values to be larger than across 250 author cosine values, as this result would indicate more cohesive semantic spaces within each 251 proposed author over separate author spaces. Table 2 includes the independent t-test and 252 Cohen's d values for these comparisons. Author 1's internal cosine values were significantly 253 larger than the across Author 1 comparisons (see Table 1 for means and standard 254 deviations); however, the effect sizes and their confidence intervals indicate that this 255 difference was likely significant due to sample size, as effects are small with ranges close to 256 zero. In contrast, Authors 2 and 3 showed significantly larger internal cosine averages than 257 across author cosine averages with large effect sizes and corresponding confidence intervals.
258
Hypothesis 3 259
Last, we examined how semantic space relatedness changed across chapters, herein 260 called semantic drift. The correlation between chapter distance and cosine was calculated for 261 each chapter pairing, and a negative correlation was expected. Table 3 indicates the t-values, 262 correlations, and their 95% confidence intervals. Because of the differences in sample size, we 263 examined the strength of the correlation as an indicator of interest. This hypothesis was 264 partially supported, as the overall correlation of chapter distance and cosine was significant 265 and negative, with a small to medium effect size. Within Author 2 showed the most semantic 266 drift across the semantic space, followed by within Author 3, and then within Author 1.
267
While the average cosines were significantly greater than zero from Hypothesis one, the 268 across author correlations for Author 1 to 2 and 1 to 3 were found to be approximately zero.
269
Interestingly, across Author 2 and 3, a small negative correlation appeared. chapter-to-chapter cosines were calculated for relatedness, and we examined if they were 275 statistically different from zero using single sample t-tests. This analysis provided a 276 standardized measure for the semantic structures within Isaiah and a basis for further 277 statistical modeling of the text, as these average cosine values were different from zero.
278
Hypothesis two was a natural extension of this concept, comparing within-section cosines to 279 cross-section cosines to determine group similarities within Isaiah. This result led to 280 hypothesis three and the introduction of semantic drift across the entirety of Isaiah.
281
Combined with the effect size measurements from previous experiments, quantifying 282 semantic drift gives an incremental measurement of the semantic differences across Isaiah.
283
Based on the t-test results of hypothesis one, it can be concluded that within-author within-group cosines of sections two and three. Moreover, in examining within-groups cosines 294 of sections two and three against between-groups cosines with section one, we find the largest 295 effects. Effect size presents strong evidence for thematic asymmetry between section one to 296 sections two and three. This result is consistent with scholarly opinion regarding Isaiah, 297 especially regarding the Deutero-Isaiah hypothesis. 
